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“This little-understood force is having
a huge impact on the gold market. Here’s
how it works, and how to take
advantage of it…without the
risks that other investors are
incurring!”

T

James DiGeorgia, Editor

“This trend has already caused a
shift in the market, and it’s growing
stronger every year. In this
chapter from my new book, I
reveal what’s going on, and why
you need to know about it!”

his bonus issue contains Chapter Three of my
revised book, The New Bull Market in Gold:
$2,500 Gold and the Many Ways to Proﬁt
From It. In the previous chapter, I covered gold’s
supply and demand fundamentals.
We saw that surging purchases by investors
account for much of the current gold bull. In fact,
investor demand has skyrocketed by almost 10
times in the last decade. Investor purchases were
only 4.4 million ounces in 1996, but have now soared
to an estimated 39.7 million ounces in 2007.
Why has this occurred? That’s what the next
nine chapters (including this one) are all about.
This chapter will discuss an exciting development in the gold market. In the previous edition
of this book, I made this prediction about a gold
Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) which had just been
proposed:
“Institutions and retirement accounts held by
individuals are barred from owning gold directly,
and they control trillions of dollars of investment
funds. By allowing gold to be owned in the form
of a stock, it will be eligible for these accounts. I
believe the demand for gold will explode with this
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event alone.”
Since then, the markets have certainly conﬁrmed my prediction!
In fact, it’s turned out even better than I
expected. Over the last few years, gold has seen
something that few mature markets ever see: a
tidal wave of new investors surging into the market, increasing demand and driving prices up. And
it’s all thanks to…

The New Gold ETFs
In this chapter, we’ll discuss why the ETFs have
become so important, and how they work. We’ll see
why they’ve been so successful, in contrast to preexisting gold funds that were struggling.
Then we’ll look at the two major effects the
ETFs have had on the market. The ﬁrst is increased
demand, which is obviously great news for gold’s
price. The second is short-term trading activity,
which doesn’t affect the price long-term but exerts
a different effect that you need to know about.
We’ll start with…
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An Important New Force
in the Gold Markets
In just a handful of years, the gold ETFs have
grown explosively. Until 2002, gold funds had a
negligible impact on the market. Now they account
for as much as 18.9 percent of all investor demand
each year.
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Figure 3-1: In only ﬁve years, the gold ETFs have
become a major force in the gold markets.
Why are the new ETFs so popular? Because
they provide a direct, liquid, exchange-traded exposure to the price of gold.
There are many investments which have an
exposure to gold, but most are indirect. For example, the Philadelphia Stock Exchange Gold & Silver Index (symbol XAU) is an index of 16 gold
and silver mining stocks. Some gold investors buy
options on this index, hoping to proﬁt when it rises.
Since gold stocks tend to appreciate when gold
prices rise, the XAU is one way to bet on gold via
the stock exchanges.
As you can see, though, the XAU is not an ideal
vehicle for playing the gold market. It’s affected
by more than just gold prices—it’s also affected by
the price of silver, along with the outlook for mining stocks in general. So there are too many things
that can go wrong with the XAU—too many ways
this investment could underperform gold.

Figure 3-2: The ratio of gold’s price to the XAU. Its
ﬂuctuations show that often, the XAU doesn’t track
gold’s price very closely. Therefore, it’s not an ideal
vehicle for investing in gold.
Obviously, the most direct gold investment is
to buy the metal itself. This is indeed an excellent
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way to proﬁt from the gold bull, and I’ll have more
to say about this in later chapters. However, as
I said earlier, many institutions and retirement
accounts aren’t allowed to buy the metal directly.
For these investors and managers, some form of
stock or fund is necessary.
Until just a few years ago, there was only one
primary way investors could buy gold via the stock
exchanges: the Central Fund of Canada (symbol
CEF). This is a closed-end fund which stores physical gold and silver as its primary asset. When you
buy a share in CEF, you are buying a percentage of
its stock of precious metals.
CEF has been around since 1962, and is fairly
well known in the metals markets. It might seem
to be an ideal way to own physical metal, via a
tradable security. Nevertheless, it’s never been
very popular as a form of gold investment. There
are several reasons for this.
1. CEF is small. Currently, the fund owns 830,585
troy ounces of gold. That sounds like a lot, but
when compared to the 20.6 million ounces in
the streetTRACKS fund, it’s nothing.
2. CEF is not exclusively a golden asset. Along
with its gold, the fund currently has 41.5 million ounces of silver. I love silver as an investment, but that’s not the point here. More than
half of CEF’s value comes from silver, not gold.
Therefore, it’s not the best way to get exposure
to gold’s price.
3. Because CEF is a closed-end fund, each share
has a Net Asset Value (NAV). In theory, each
share’s NAV is the value of the corresponding
percentage of the fund’s precious metals. In
practice, shares almost always trade above or
below this price—at a discount or a premium
to the NAV. (As a closed-end fund, CEF trades
like a stock instead of a typical open-end mutual
fund. Its shares are priced based on bid/ask,
rather than its NAV.)

Figure 3-3: CEF shares usually trade at a premium
or discount to its underlying NAV.
CEF shares aren’t truly a direct reﬂection of
the underlying gold value, because NAV premiums

or discounts change at the whim of the market. In
a sense, CEF shares are derivatives of gold’s price.
Historically, the CEF has never ignited much
excitement among gold investors. From November
2004 to January 2007, CEF added about 306,994
ounces of gold to its hoard. During that same time,
the streetTRACKS gold ETF grew by over 20.5
million ounces.

Wildly Successful Funds
The ETFs are now important forces in the gold
market. I’ll use streetTRACKS (the biggest one) as
an example of how they work.
The price of each streetTRACKS share is maintained by the fund at one-tenth the value of an
ounce of gold. For simplicity, let’s say gold is currently at $1,000 per ounce, and an investor decides
to ‘buy exposure’ to one ounce of metal. Therefore,
he buys 10 shares of streetTRACKS for $1,000.
When the buy order is processed, two things
happen. First of all, the fund issues 10 shares to
cover the investor’s purchase. Second, the fund
uses the purchase money to buy an ounce of gold,
which is added to the streetTRACKS hoard in London. This means that outstanding shares rise as
the ETF’s gold stock grows.
The opposite occurs when a streetTRACKS
investor decides to sell. His shares are redeemed,
and the fund sells the corresponding amount of
gold from its stock.
This buy/sell process ensures that a ten-to-one
ratio (10 shares per 1 ounce) is maintained. Therefore, the price of each streetTRACKS share closely
tracks the price of one-tenth an ounce of gold.
There are some obvious advantages to this
arrangement. The fund has no mining stocks or
other investments which might dilute its exposure
to the price of physical gold. Except for a small
amount of overhead (for storage, administration,
and so on), the fund’s value should directly reﬂect
the price of gold.
Plus, the ETFs’ management costs are minimal. Unlike most mutual funds, gold ETF managers don’t need to be expert stock-pickers or market
timers. Their jobs here are simple—when investors buy, just issue shares and use the money to
buy gold.
Are there any downsides to the ETFs? Yes, as I’ll
discuss later. But there’s no disputing the incredible success the ETFs have experienced. Just look
at the stunning growth in their gold stocks over
the last few years.
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Latest prices as GEA goes to press—
March 12, 2008
Comex spot contract: silver $20.00, gold $980
Nymex spot platinum: $2,050, palladium $470
Nymex Light Sweet Crude Oil $108.00
Dealer Dealer
will buy will sell
at this at this
price
price
Silver coins
100 1 oz. silver American Eagles

$2,058

$2,187

100 1 oz. common rounds

$1,943

$2,018

$13,719

$13,944

$5,604

$5,854

US Morgan silver dollars PCGS MS64 $49
PCGS MS65 $133
PCGS MS66 $260

$53
$143
$280

$1,000 face value US pre-1965
coin bag (circulated)
$1,000 face value US circulated
40% silver coin bag (VG or better)

Figure 3-4: The major gold ETFs have experienced
stunning growth in the last ﬁve years.
As the ETFs have bought gold, gold’s price has
risen. Thus, the investor capital they have under
management has grown even faster than their
physical holdings:

Platinum coins
U.S. Platinum Eagle:

1 oz.
1/2 oz.
1/4 oz.
1/10 oz.

$2,027
$1,011
$503
$199

$2,112
$1,077
$553
$234

1 oz.
1/2 oz.
1/4 oz.
1/10 oz.

$987
$485
$242
$99

$999
$511
$259
$105

$955
$1,520
$1,810
$4,750
$1,010
$1,090
$1,185
$1,575

$975
$1,550
$1,850
$4,850
$1,035
$1,115
$1,210
$1,625

Gold coins
US Gold Eagle:

US $20 double eagle:
Liberty
Raw
NGC
NGC
NGC
Saint Gaudens Raw
NGC
NGC
NGC

MS60
MS63
MS64
MS65
MS60
MS63
MS64
MS65

Prices provided by Finest Known

Put GOLD in your IRA
Call (866) 697-GOLD (4653)
If You’re a Gold & Energy Advisor Subscriber
We Pay Your First Year’s Fees!
Call Now

Figure 3-5: The gold ETFs are approaching $30 billion in capital value.

The ETF Impact
on the Gold Market
As investors have swarmed into the ETFs, the
character of the gold market has changed.
The ﬁrst change is a boon for gold investors.
The precious-metals research ﬁrm CPM Group
examined the gold ETFs in its 2007 Gold Yearbook,
and said this:
“It appears that many of the investors buying
gold ETF shares are investors who are new to gold.
These largely do not appear to be individuals or
institutional investors who formerly purchased
physical gold in any form. Some of them appear
to be institutions and individuals that formerly
focused on gold mining equities, and have shifted
to the gold ETF, but many of the ETF investors
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appear to be new to gold entirely, and represent
incremental demand for gold… The presence of the
new ETFs deﬁnitely contributed to this expansion
of gold purchases…”
After noting that ETF demand has reached
18.9 percent of all investor demand, the report continued:
“Clearly ETFs have captured the imagination of
investors. This is true not only with gold but in the
myriad of other ETFs based on an inﬁnite number
of ﬁnancial assets and baskets of assets. Gold ETFs
have brought new investors into the bullion market, and have accentuated the increase in investor
demand that was already occurring in the market.
These trends should be expected to continue.”
As I noted in the last chapter, a small part of
new ETF demand comes from investors who previously would have bought physical gold (especially
jewelry). Nevertheless, most of this demand comes
from investors who were not previously in the gold
market at all.
This is obviously exciting news for gold investors! Rarely does a mature market see an entirely
new group of people enter as investors—but that’s
exactly what we’re seeing in gold right now. And
this trend is set to continue for several more years
at least.

An Unexpected Effect
of the Gold ETFs
As I mentioned earlier, the gold ETFs are having two primary effects on the markets. As we just
saw, the ﬁrst one is the new demand, which is driving prices up.
The second effect isn’t beneﬁcial, but it’s not
harmful either. However, it is changing the behavior of the gold market somewhat, making it more
volaile. Thus, it’s something to consider when
investing in gold.
I’m referring of course to short-term trading.
This is prevalent in other markets (stocks, currencies, and so on) but until recently, was relatively
rare in gold.
As a physical asset, gold tends to have larger
bid/ask spreads than other investments, so the
metal wasn’t as easy to trade on a short-term basis.
Thus, gold investors have tended to be buy-andhold investors rather than traders.
However, thanks to the ETFs, investors now
have a vehicle to quickly obtain (or discard) exposure to gold’s price in a liquid, efﬁcient market.
Therefore, it’s no surprise that we’re seeing more

short-term behavior in the gold market.
Although the gold ETFs have ballooned in
size, this has certainly not been a straight line up.
We’ve seen several months where ETF investors
have divested on a net basis. (For example, the
ETF holdings shrank by 471,000 ounces in March
2005, 301,000 ounces in May 2006, and 710,000
ounces in May 2007.) These tend to be times when
gold prices have jumped up sharply, providing an
opportunity for short-term proﬁt taking.
On the other hand, the ETFs have also seen
a large number of spikes in the opposite direction.
Their vaults have swelled by one million ounces or
more in 10 separate months so far.

Figure 3-6: Gold ETFs are allowing short-term sentiments to be expressed in the gold market, even by
investors who don’t trade futures contracts.
This volatility in ETF deposits has both contributed to and been driven by these swings in the
price of gold.
Short-term trading will have little effect on
gold’s price over the long term. However, it is
making gold’s price more volatile. Traditionally,
gold investors have enjoyed a market that doesn’t
swing as violently as other markets. Although the
gold market will never be as choppy as some other
markets, the ETFs are changing its behavior somewhat.
What does this mean for us? It means we can
expect gold to react more strongly to the usual
forces that drive markets to extremes. The primary
ones are fear and greed. As the gold bull continues, its price will have sharp leaps up—and sharp
plunges down—along the way. We investors must
be prepared for these sharp swings, and not allow
them to affect our judgment.

Are ETFs a Good Investment?
ETFs are quickly becoming one of the most popGold and Energy Advisor
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ular ways to invest in gold. Does this mean they’re
a good investment?
Unfortunately, no. I don’t recommend you buy
shares in the gold ETFs.
As I mentioned earlier, the ETFs have several
ﬂaws. I see three main problems with the popular
gold ETFs today:
• Despite their claims, they aren’t the only way
to buy physical gold for traditional investment
portfolios.
• They don’t allow investors to own speciﬁc, identiﬁable amounts of physical gold—which has
caused problems in the past for similar forms
of investments (gold pools, etc.)
• They have legal and operational structures
which could jeopardize investors’ interests in a
raging bull market.
These points deserve clariﬁcation.
First of all, many investors can now buy gold
directly, even for traditional retirement accounts,
without buying shares in any ETF. For example,
my coin company (Finest Known) can assist investors in buying physical gold and rare coins for their
IRAs. This removes the primary advantage the
ETFs supposedly provide.
Next, when you buy shares in a gold ETF, you
aren’t buying gold as such. You’re buying a share
in a larger ‘pool’ of gold owned by the ETF. Many
investors think this is the same thing—but it’s
not.
Pool accounts have a history of problems. In
fact, some analysts say these problems are inescapable, and inherent to all pool accounts.
It’s easy to see why. Let’s say you buy shares in
a pool account run by a trust. There’s a pile of gold
sitting in a vault somewhere, and you now own a
piece of it.
If you had been allocated a speciﬁc gold bar in
that pile, then the trustee would be obligated to
keep that bar there for you. However, in an unallocated pool account, that’s not what happens. None
of the bars are allocated to anybody. Although
they’re owned as a group, you can’t point to any
one of them and identify who owns it.
This allows all sorts of mischief. From the trustee’s perspective, this pile of gold is a liability. It’s
heavy, bulky, and needs to be guarded. Thus, it’s
expensive to store. Month after month, the trustee
has to pay to store it—but for any bar in the pile,
the trustee has no speciﬁc storage obligation to
anybody.
Therefore, it’s enormously tempting to lease
out some of that pile. Instead of losing money on
the gold, the trustee can make money instead.

Here’s how this works. Let’s say a gold mine
wants to expand its operations, and start working
a new deposit. However, it doesn’t have the cash to
do so. It could borrow the money from a bank, but
banks tend to charge higher loan rates than openmarket gold lease rates.
Therefore, the mine borrows gold from a gold
owner (such as a bullion bank or pool account manager). It immediately sells the gold into the market,
and uses the cash to ﬁnance its expanded mining
operations.
Later, when the lease comes due, the mine
repays the loan with newly-mined gold. (If it doesn’t
have enough gold, it buys some on the market and
uses that instead.) It also pays interest, which can
be cash or additional gold.
Note that the lender didn’t get his original gold
back—it was sold immediately into the market and
presumably consumed. But that doesn’t matter,
because gold is fungible—any ounce of pure gold is
the same as any other ounce of pure gold, as long
as the original gold wasn’t allocated to somebody.
So the lender has replaced the gold that was lent
out, and received some interest too. He converted
an expense into an income stream.
You can see how this would be overwhelmingly tempting for a pool-account manager to do
this. Since nobody owns the gold bars in his hoard,
nobody should know—or care—if he lends some
of it out. As long as it’s replaced later, there’s no
harm…right?
Wrong! There are plenty of problems with this
plan. And plenty of gold investors have been victimized by these gold lending schemes.
The gold lenders are always at risk of not getting their gold back. Usually they will be repaid in
full, but not always. In the mining example above,
the new deposit might not work out as the miners expected. Maybe the vein was lower-quality
than the original assessment said. Or maybe other
deposits play out suddenly, or there’s an accident
or some other calamity that befalls the company.
There are lots of ways a mine could become unable
to repay its obligations.
Plus, the lessee isn’t always a gold mine. It
might be a gold user, such as a jewelry manufacturer. Perhaps the manufacturer wanted to make
and sell a new line of jewelry, but didn’t have the
cash to buy the gold needed. Sometimes jewelry
companies will borrow the gold, make and sell the
jewelry, and then use the proﬁts to buy enough
gold to repay the loan. This works out ﬁne as long
as the jewelry sells well. Of course, if it doesn’t,
both the manufacturer and the gold lender will be
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in serious trouble.
Another problem arises when the price of gold
goes up. If the lessee has consumed or sold the
gold from the original loan, then more gold must
be purchased to pay back the lender. However, if
the price of gold has risen far enough during the
loan period, this will cost a lot more than the lessee
originally had planned. Therefore, the repayment
might not happen.
Whenever gold is lent out, there’s always a
chance the lender might not get all—or any—of it
back.
Has this problem happened before? Over and
over again. Here are just a few of the bigger examples.
In 1989, the central bank of Portugal lent 17
tonnes of gold to Drexel Burnham Lambert. Just a
few days later, Drexel went bankrupt. The citizens
of Portugal lost all that gold.
In 1984, Johnson Matthey Bankers was as
“blue chip” as an institution can be. Johnson Matthey was founded in 1817, and the bank was one of
the ﬁve “ﬁxing” members of the London gold market. It held a large percentage of the world’s gold
in unallocated pools. Despite being one of the largest gold banks in the world, it suddenly collapsed
anyway, leaving its account holders in a very ugly
situation. The government had to nationalize the
bank to clean up the mess.
In early 2000, Handy & Harman Reﬁners
imploded. It too was one of the largest precious
metals companies in the world—until the day in
March 2000 when it suddenly went bankrupt. Many
institutions had gold and silver stored there—some
of it allocated, some of it unallocated. Due to the
problems associated with the unallocated accounts,
even the allocated metal got swept up in this catastrophe. Customers who had thought they owned
metal suddenly discovered they owned nothing at
all.
The lesson is clear. One of gold’s many beneﬁts is its immunity to ﬁnancial and political crises.
Indeed, gold usually ﬂourishes during these situations.
But owning your gold through another party
like this might expose you to the exact same problems you’re trying to avoid! While you should be
proﬁting handsomely, you suddenly ﬁnd yourself as
unsecured creditor to a bankrupt trustee instead.
Incidentally, ETF proponents might tell you
the gold ETFs won’t have this problem—that these
funds aren’t unallocated pool accounts. Strictly
speaking, this is true, but it doesn’t matter. The
gold might be allocated, but it’s not allocated to the

investors—it’s assigned to the ETF management
companies. So you still have no real protection.
Also, observers have noted that some of the published inventories of the ETF gold reserves contain
duplicate bar numbers. This would be impossible if
the inventories were accurate.
The fund in question is supposed to maintain
London Good Delivery gold bars—these have to
meet the standards of the LBMA (London Bullion
Market Association). Every good delivery bar has a
unique serial number. This number is stamped into
the back of every bar as it is forged, and it’s used
to track the bar as its ownership changes. This is
how the big boys trade and track large amounts
of bullion, and how they know the bars are 100%
gold (instead of gold-plated lead). There aren’t any
duplicate numbers—not of real gold good-delivery
bars, anyway!
Obviously, this casts doubt on whether some of
this gold really exists in the vault at all. Maybe
some of it has been lent out, and the inventories
are being falsiﬁed to cover this up.
And this leads us to the third problem associated with the gold funds…

If you examine the ETFs’ legal
structures closely, it appears
they were designed to lend
out their gold—and to give the
investors no recourse at all if
the lending scheme collapses!
For example, let’s look at streetTRACKS—by
far the largest gold ETF (representing about 77
percent of all gold ETF activity). If you look at its
structure, you’ll see that the Trustee (from which
you buy shares) doesn’t keep your gold. It contracts
storage out to a Custodian. But the Trustee has
only a limited right to audit the Custodian, to make
sure your gold is being kept safely.
That’s bad enough. But the Custodian, in turn,
can give your gold to someone else: a “sub-custodian.” If that happens, the Trustee has no right to
monitor the subcustodian at all!
Sound crazy? See for yourself. The Fund’s SEC
registration is available at http://www.sec.gov/
Archives/edgar/data/1222333/0000950136040037
76/ﬁle001.htm. I’ll quote directly from it. This is
from page 37:
“The ability of the Trustee to monitor the performance of the Custodian may be limited because
under the Custody Agreements the Trustee
Gold and Energy Advisor
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may, only up to twice a year, visit the premises
of the Custodian for the purpose of examining
the Trust’s gold and certain related records…In
addition, the Trustee has no right to visit the
premises of any subcustodian for the purposes
of examining the Trust’s gold…and no subcustodian is obligated to cooperate in any review
the Trustee may wish to conduct of the facilities, procedures, records or creditworthiness of
such subcustodian.”
The subcustodians can also give your gold to other
people, who can give it to other people, who can
give it to other people…etc. But none of them even
have to agree to keep your gold safe! As it says on
page 44:
“The Custodian does not have written custody
agreements with the subcustodians it selects.
The Custodian’s selected subcustodians may
appoint further subcustodians. These further
subcustodians are not expected to have written
custody agreements with the Custodian’s subcustodians that selected them. The lack of such
written contracts could affect the recourse of
the Trust and the Custodian against any subcustodians in the event a subcustodian does not
use due care in the safekeeping of the Trust’s
gold.”
But surely, the Custodian must at least try to
choose trustworthy people? No! The Custodian
isn’t even obligated to get your gold back if some
sub-sub-subcustodian steals it!
“The Custodian is not responsible for their selection of further subcustodians….The Custodian
is not responsible for the actions or inactions of
subcustodians…The Custodian may not have
the right to, and does not have the obligation
to, seek recovery of the gold from any subcustodians appointed by a subcustodian.”
Well, if the worst happens, at least your investment is insured, right? Wrong! Page 45:
“The Custodian and the Trustee will not require
any direct or indirect subcustodians to be
insured or bonded with respect to their custodial activities…Shareholders cannot be assured
that the Custodian will maintain adequate
insurance with respect to the gold held by the
Custodian on behalf of the Trust.”
Imagine that you bought some gold from
your local coin and bullion dealer. Would you then
turn it over to a “custodian” who said that:
• He probably wouldn’t store your gold himself.
• Instead, he would turn it over to someone else,
without bothering to check on this person’s
criminal record. He also wouldn’t be respon-

sible to you for whatever that person did with
your gold.
• In addition, that second person could give your
gold to someone else, who could pass it on to
another person, etc.
• You would have no right to verify that your
gold hadn’t been stolen by somebody during
this daisy chain of custody.
• Nor would anybody in this chain be responsible
to you if your gold was stolen. If you lost your
gold, nobody—not even the original custodian
you gave it to—would have to help you recover
it, or even ﬁgure out what happened to it.
Would you turn your gold over to someone like
this? No? Then don’t buy shares in the gold ETFs,
because that’s exactly what you would be doing.

How to Proﬁt From the ETFs
Without Buying Their Shares
Clearly, the ETFs are a bad way to invest in
gold. The higher gold prices go, the more the ETF
managers will be tempted to pull shenanigans with
the gold they’re supposed to be safeguarding.
As gold rockets to $2,500, I think there’s a good
chance some ETF shareholders will one day discover they don’t own any gold at all.
If that happens, it will cause a buying panic on
the gold markets that has never been seen before. I
wouldn’t be surprised to see the price leap up $200$300 in a day.
But let’s say I’m being too cynical. Let’s say all
that legal weasel-language doesn’t actually mean
the ETFs can “lose” the gold and not be responsible
to shareholders for it. What then?
Well, we’ll still proﬁt as non-ETF gold owners.
I’d be quite happy to see the gold ETFs ﬂourish for
years and years, pulling swarms of new investors
into the gold market and driving prices up even
faster.
Whether the ETFs are a good investment or
not, it doesn’t matter to us. As long as we avoid
them and invest in gold directly, we can sit on the
sidelines and watch them drive up the price of our
gold for us!
Summary: The ETFs have been a boon for gold
investors. But I don’t recommend you buy their
shares. Invest in the yellow metal via the other
methods I’ll describe in this book, and the ETFs’
effects on the market will make you proﬁts without incurring the risk of uninsured, unaccountable
‘sub-sub-custodians’ losing your gold.
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